Spot plans a surprise for his Dad’s birthday. Lift the flaps in this lively picture book to see how he succeeds in creating a very special cake. The classic Spot re-originated with special cover finishes and rescanned artwork.

Sing along with Mr Tumble to Happy Birthday:

Pat-a-cake, Pat-a-cake, baker’s man, Bake me a cake as fast as you can.
Pat it and prick it, And mark it with a B.
Put it in the oven, For baby and me.

Spot Bakes a Cake
Fun things to do!

- Prepare a shopping list together and go to the supermarket. Get your child to help you find the items you need.

- Bake a cake together, introduce lots of new vocabulary and tools to use: whisk, sieve, scales...

  Baking provides opportunities for learning through having fun. Children learn to listen and follow instructions, learn new skills by handling baking tools and use mathematical language by counting, weighing and measuring.

- Have some party FUN: Dance and sing to party music or music on the radio, Blow some bubbles, Bat a balloon around.

Making ten minutes a day to share books with your child will make a huge difference to their development
www.northlincs.gov.uk/imaginationlibrary